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CAMPUS VISION THEMES

• Strong Sense of Place
• Access and Connectivity
• “Home-Like” Experience
• Well-Designed “Front Door”
• Sustainability
• Positive Campus and Community Relations
TWELVE LRDP RECOMMENDATIONS

Theme:  *Unified Campus in All Respects*

- Creating a Hierarchy of Open Spaces and Green Linkages
- Connecting East, Central and West Campus
- Creating a Critical Mass of Academic Uses on Central Campus *
- Expanding the West Campus Academic Core
- Allowing for Future Expansion of the Research and Business Park
- Enhancing Fraternity Mall
- Redeveloping Summit View Apartments Area
- Enhancing Areas Adjacent to Prexy’s Pasture
- Creating a Simplified, Clear Pedestrian & Vehicular System
- Enhancing the Visitor Experience
- Creating Well-Defined Campus Edges and Entries
- Establishing Comprehensive Signage and Wayfinding

*Includes future site of LCCC on 22nd Street north of new Art Facility*
ELEVEN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

• Dedicate approximate rights-of-way and footprints for promenades, malls, open spaces, and transportation and utility corridors prior to any additional campus development

• Develop circulation, utilities and incremental expansion of central services within the Capital Facilities Plan (CFP)

• Complete site and incremental central service improvements as integral to individual building projects

• Create detailed plans for particular subareas of campus

• Create an expanded gift catalog listing small items and large-scale projects

• Pursue opportunities for land acquisition and development

• Ensure operational and maintenance efficiency

• Implement and periodically review the LRDP

• Continue collaborative project teams for design and construction

• Update the UW Instructions to Architects and Engineers (Nov. 2007) to reflect the LRDP

• Adopt and implement the LRDP Design Guidelines
THREE VOLUMES OF LRDP

VOLUME I: PLAN OVERVIEW

• Background Materials
  • History, Purpose and Need
  • Academic Mission and Vision
  • Planning Foundation

• Space Planning and Development Needs

• Plan Framework

• Major Campus Design Concepts

• Plan Implementation
LRDP PLAN VOLUMES (continued)

VOLUME II: PLAN ELEMENTS

• Campus Uses
• Open Space
• Transportation and Parking
• Campus Housing
• Signage and Wayfinding
• Infrastructure and Utilities
• Sustainability
• Design Guidelines

VOLUME III: SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS